Abstract-In the business and research landscape of today, data analysis consumes public and proprietary data from numerous sources, and utilizes any one or more of popular data-parallel frameworks such as Hadoop, Spark and Flink. In the Data Lake setting these frameworks co-exist. Our earlier work has shown that data provenance in Data Lakes can aid with both traceability and management. The sheer volume of fine-grained provenance generated in a multi-framework application motivates the need for on-the-fly provenance processing. We introduce a new parallel stream processing algorithm that reduces finegrained provenance while preserving backward and forward provenance. The algorithm is resilient to provenance events arriving out-of-order. It is evaluated using several strategies for partitioning a provenance stream. The evaluation shows that the parallel algorithm performs well in processing out-of-order provenance streams, with good scalability and accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the pervasive availability of Internet infrastructure and data services, a commercial or research organization can easily collect and continuously integrate large volumes of data from both external and internal sources (e.g., social media, click streams, sensors, IoT devices, server logs). It has become routine for Internet scale organizations to run continuous analysis of public and proprietary data for insight, decision making, and predictive forecasts; the cornerstone of Big Data. These analysis computations are called large scale, dataintensive computations or data-intensive computations (DIC) for short [43] . DICs share in common their utilization of dataparallel processing frameworks such as Hadoop [6] , Spark [42] and Flink [8] .
Data Lakes [19] [39] is a paradigm for Big Data management and analysis where data flows into a data lake as streams flow into a physical lake. The strength of the Data Lake is that it is schema-on-read where data transformations to a particular schema are deferred to time of use [36] . That is, data are ingested in a raw form then converted to a particular schema immediately prior to use. This applies to structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data; continuously arriving or batch. The environment of the Data Lake, with multiple simultaneously and long-running DICs, motivates our work.
Our objective is to track the lifecycle of data productsexistence and movement -in a Data Lake. That is, to be able to produce backward and forward provenance for the data products flowing through DICs in a Data Lake. It has been noted elsewhere that data residing in a Data Lake, has what can be, a confusing lifecycle [5] [30] that motivates traceability of the data products. Suppose sensitive information (e.g., consumer credit card data) has seeped into a dataset that had been subjected to multiple transformations. Cleansing requires tracing forward in time and cleaning data products that are derived by the sensitive data.
Our earlier research [36] [37] demonstrates the feasibility of data provenance traceability for a DIC in a Data Lake by a reference architecture to collect, manage and analyze provenance data captured from analysis tools integrated with the Data Lake. The solution is evaluated using the Komadu provenance management system [38] . However storing and querying large volumes of provenance generated by DICs is expensive. This paper extends the earlier work in recognition of the need for on-the-fly processing of provenance.
There is substantial evidence accumulated through years of provenance research that fine-grained provenance from large scale computations can be extremely voluminous [36] [21] [41] . Managing large volumes of provenance data for use is identified as a challenge in Big Data provenance and named as the Big Provenance problem [41] [17] . RAMP [21] and HadoopProv [4] are two efforts from the literature to capture and analyze provenance from DICs. While both systems are limited to Hadoop MapReduce, they store full provenance into HDFS and face the Big Provenance problem.
Our approach is to use stateful, one-pass parallel stream processing to summarize a full provenance stream on-the-fly by preserving backward provenance and forward provenance. It does this through maintaining state within each parallel stream consumer. Intuitively, backward provenance begins with an output and traces backwards in time to the subset of input data on which the output depends. Forward provenance begins with an input and traces forward in time to the subset of output data elements derived by it.
Backward and forward provenance on static, stored provenance graphs have been calculated using recursive traversal through a graph [20] , and maintenance of transitive closure tables [13] . Neither technique is suitable for our needs because of their high compute and storage overhead. So we develop parallel-prov-stream, a parallel stream algorithm for reducing full provenance on-the-fly by preserving backward and forward provenance that is scalable, order independent and onepass only.
The stream processing approach is framed in the context of a DIC workflow where multiple DICs run concurrent with each other, are long lived, and are themselves distributed. Provenance is streamed to a single, standalone provenance stream processing system that is itself distributed. There is an assumption that each DIC executes in batch mode. Our algorithm processes the stream of provenance on-the-fly, but the batch assumption is used to correctly determine termination of the stream. The algorithm and processing approach is resilient to event ordering, by being able to accommodate events outof-order within some time delta.
The final framing of the approach is its implicit treatment of provenance identity. The provenance system is built based on a log store abstraction that supports "topics" to which provenance events are published. Topics, and their uniqueness, is used to guarantee that provenance events are associated with the correct DIC from which they were generated. We assume that when a new DIC begins, it is configured to publish provenance to a unique topic ID in the distributed log store.
Related to our research is [9] where a dependency matrix is computed across input parameters and variable values from a stream of data provenance from an Agent Based Model. Our work both extends and complements [9] through application of provenance stream processing to large scale DICs.
The primary contribution of the paper is a parallel stream processing algorithm that reduces a stream of provenance from a DIC on-the-fly while preserving backward and forward provenance. The algorithm is resilient to provenance events out-of-order. It is evaluated using a streaming system built using the Kafka distributed log store [23] and the Flink streaming framework [8] . We evaluate three different partition strategies: horizontal, vertical, and random, to split a graph stream of provenance from a DIC into partitions to be processed in parallel.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II defines backward and forward provenance in DICs and gives a model of the provenance graph stream. The model is illustrated through examples in Section III. The parallel streaming algorithm is detailed in Section IV, and implementation and system architecture are presented in Section V. The experimental evaluation is Section VI. Related work, Section VII, and future work, Section VIII, round out the paper. 
Each function F k is executed in parallel on partitions of its input data satisfying the following condition. We call such an execution
In a given DIC, data flows through a sequence of functions where each function performs some action on its input data and produces some output which is fed into the next function. For example MapReduce uses functions: map, combine, and reduce while Spark and Flink has a broader set: map, filter, reduce, sortByKey, join, and etc. These frameworks assign multiple worker nodes to execute a function in parallel on different partitions of input data.
A DIC workflow may consist of one or more DICs depending on the number of steps in the workflow.
Definition:
* is the union of outputs from already completed DICs in the workflow and the final output,
. Some DICs within a workflow may execute in parallel and they may consume data from the inputs to the workflow and outputs from the other DICs. The final output of the workflow may consist of the outputs from one or more DICs. The input data to a DIC workflow often consists of differently typed data from different sources. Figure 1 shows a DIC workflow which consists of six DICs operating on four partitions of input data. Each DIC is a sequence of functions. 
A. Backward and Forward Provenance
Backward provenance and forward provenance define a minimal but sufficient type of provenance needed for several useful provenance analysis tasks [10] , [9] . Whereas RAMP [29] Having established the data-intensive computation (DIC) as the basic building block of a DIC workflow, we can extend the above definitions to reason about backward and forward provenance for the DIC workflow as a whole. In a workflow, a dependency path between an input data element and an output data element may go through one or more DICs as illustrated in Figure 1 . Backward provenance then for an output or intermediate data element in a DIC workflow is the subset of input data elements (to the workflow) on which it depends. Forward provenance for an input or intermediate data element in a DIC workflow is the subset of output data elements (from the workflow) derived by it. The intermediate data is between DICs in the context of a DIC workflow.
B. Provenance Streams
The two widely used provenance representation languages, OPM [28] A provenance stream can be thought of as a serialization of a static provenance graph. A provenance stream for a DIC is created on-the-fly during execution of a DIC. Elements that grow a provenance graph on-the-fly correspond to provenance relationships (edges) being established (e.g., use of a particular data product). Frequently a node's existence is asserted upon its first use.
., s n } representing a Provenance Graph G = (V, E, A) is an append-only sequence of elements where an element s represents one of the following.
1) s ∈ E 2) s = P m where m ∈ V or m ∈ E, m is already found in the stream before s and P m ⊆ A(m) An element in a provenance stream is a provenance relationship asserted between two vertices or a set of attributes for either a vertex or an edge that has already appeared in the stream before the current element. Attributes are allowed for the edge elements when they are initially created. However in some situations attributes need to be added later. For example, when a function execution starts, the start time can be recorded as an attribute in the very first edge which uses the function. However the end time can only be added after the function execution has completed.
The provenance stream model defined in [9] allows only derivation relationships that are temporally ordered. Here we extend their definition to allow other relationships and accommodate events out-of-order.
Each DIC in a DIC workflow generates a separate provenance graph stream. We call a stream of raw provenance (before processing) a full provenance graph stream. We apply our parallel provenance stream processing algorithm on a full provenance graph stream generated by a single DIC to reduce the amount of provenance on-the-fly while preserving backward and forward provenance. Each reduced provenance stream is stored in a provenance repository for archiving and querying.
III. BIG PROVENANCE IN DICS
Fine-grained provenance captured from DICs is useful for debugging and monitoring computations, for tracing the origins of derived data, and for tracing the derivation paths for input data. Figure 2 shows an example of a MapReduce DIC that counts hashtags in a set of tweets from an input file. When the job is executed, each line in the input file is fed into a map function which outputs hashtag, 1 for each hashtag found in that line. Once completed, the reduce function calculates the total number of occurrences for each hashtag and produces the output file shown.
In order to analyze how each input was processed and how each output was generated, details on each function execution should be recorded including their input and output data products. Fine-grained provenance collected from both map and reduce functions can fulfill that requirement. Figure 3 shows the full provenance graph for the above example including inputs and outputs for all function executions. Backward provenance for output c : 2 and forward provenance for first tweet (input to M 1 ) are also illustrated in the same figure. As we defined above, backward and forward provenance for a DIC shows dependencies between the inputs to the first function and the outputs from the last function. Provenance of intermediate functions are used only to derive paths between inputs and outputs of the DIC.
Backward and forward provenance is useful in many different scenarios. For an example, if an increase in interest for a certain product is seen as a result of a twitter data analysis workflow, backward provenance can locate the subset of input tweets for further analysis like users' geographic distributions, age distributions etc. Forward provenance is useful in cases like tracing all output records which were derived by some corrupted records in the input.
Earlier efforts to capture and analyze provenance from DICs include RAMP [21] , which uses a wrapper-based approach to extend Hadoop to capture provenance and HadoopProv [4] , which modifies Hadoop instead of extending it, and does so to reduce the run-time overhead of capturing provenance. Both solutions persist full provenance information into a storage system. When fine-grained provenance is collected from a DIC workflow, the amount of provenance generated can grow to amounts that challenge most storage solutions. Going beyond relational databases, few recent efforts tackle the volume in provenance stores through techniques utilizing distributed file systems [43] , NoSQL stores [1] , and graph databases [16] . Irrespective of the techniques used, having to expand the size of the storage layer by multiple times just to store provenance is not realistic and efficient in most applications. Provenance queries frequently require extensive graph traversal: calculating backward/forward provenance, finding all paths through a given function, and checking whether a given output is dependent on a given input. Graph traversal queries are frequently supported using recursion, however, recursion is considered extremely slow and compute intensive [20] [24] for large graphs. Storing transitive closure tables for each node in a graph is another technique for faster graph traversal. But transitive closure tables consume significant space [24] and are computationally expensive. In this paper, we propose a stream processing approach that runs in near real-time to the application to reduce the volume of provenance from a DIC, saving unnecessary writes to storage. Our stream processing techniques are applied to a stream of full provenance from a DIC to derive a reduced provenance graph which only contains backward and forward dependency relationships between the inputs and outputs. Intuitively, provenance related to intermediate data products and function executions are removed in real-time and they are only used to maintain dependency paths between inputs and outputs. Figure 4 shows the reduced provenance graph which only contains backward and forward provenance for the example in Figure 2 . For large scale DICs with multiple functions, this reduction in graph size helps with both storage and query efficiency. Figure 5 shows the provenance stream processing solution for a DIC workflow which consists of multiple DICs. Provenance from each DIC in the workflow is considered as a separate stream. Each provenance stream is split into multiple partitions to achieve scalability through parallel stream processing. Each partition is processed by a local stream reducer and then the reduced result is periodically forwarded into a global reducer which provides the final provenance graph with backward and forward provenance. Reduced provenance graphs from all DICs in a workflow are stored and merged in a central provenance repository to build backward and forward provenance for the entire workflow.
Provenance queries are executed on reduced provenance graph for the DIC workflow which is finally stored in the provenance repository. As the depth and size of the graph is reduced by multiple times compared to full provenance, both storage cost and the query complexity is reduced by several factors. Downside of reducing provenance on-the-fly is that once reduced full provenance can not be recovered. As we present in Section VI, advantages of reduction out-weights the disadvantages.
IV. PARALLEL PROVENANCE STREAM PROCESSING
The provenance stream definition allows all types of W3C PROV edges as elements in the stream. Depending on the type of analysis, certain provenance stream elements should be filtered out. When designing a streaming algorithm for backward and forward provenance, we must first identify the set of edge types which can exist in a derivation path between two entities. Direct derivation between two entities is represented by a wasDerivedFrom edge. Data derivation is also indicated by a used edge and a wasGeneratedBy edge connected through an activity node; and a hadMember edge and a wasDerivedFrom edge connected through an entity node.
There are other W3C PROV edge types like alternateOf, specializationOf etc. too which may participate in derivation paths. However, for the purposes of this work in the context of DICs, we consider wasDerivedFrom, used, wasGeneratedBy and hadMember as the set of edge types that occur in a path between two entities. Other edge types we filter out. In addition, we further filter stream elements that add attributes to a node or an edge (second type in the definition) as those are not important for backward and forward provenance. 
A. Parallel-prov-stream Algorithm
Our objective is an algorithm that can one-pass process provenance in parallel while adjusting for out-of-order events, and resulting in retention of backward and forward provenance. We illustrate this in action through Figure 6 which utilizes the full provenance graph given earlier in Figure 3 . On the left is the full provenance graph for the computation which is streamed edge by edge as and when they are generated. Stream of full provenance is split into multiple partitions (using techniques in Section IV-B) and each partition is fed into a local reducer. On the right is the final reduced output from the global reducer which preserves backward and forward provenance.
Intermediate data items and edges are removed real-time by local and global stream processors. Both local and global processors maintain a state which contains the current set of reduced provenance edges. Each local stream processor filters out unnecessary edges first. New incoming edges are matched with the current local state to derive new dependencies by connecting them through common vertices. There are two operations to process a single stream element (addEdge) and a group of stream elements together (addEdgeGroup). This algorithm does not depend on the order of provenance edges in the stream within the configured batch size as it keeps unreduced edges in the state for future reductions. Space complexity is bounded by the local batch size for local reduction and global batch size for global reduction.
B. Partitioning a Provenance Stream
In order to handle high rates of provenance from large scale DICs, our streaming system should be scalable. As list eDel edges to delete 5: list eAdd edges to add 6: for (ne in newEdges) do 7: if (dM ap.containsKey(ne.source)) then 8: list edgesIntoSource = dM ap.get(ne.source) 9: for (e in edgesIntoSource) do 10: eAdd.add(new Edge(e.source, ne.dest)) 11: end for 12: eDel.addAll(edgesIntoSource) 13: else if (sM ap.containsKey(ne.dest)) then 14: list edgesF romDest = sM ap.get(ne.dest) 15: for (e in edgesF romDest) do Figure 6 , we split the stream of provenance into partitions and process them in parallel. Locally processed results from parallel stream processors are periodically merged to compute the current global state of backward and forward provenance. The partitioning strategy is extremely important for the efficiency of the system. Partitions should be created so that the local reductions are maximized.
We evaluate three different partitioning strategies. In order to not lose dependency paths during the partitioning process, we introduce a constraint that applies for all partitioning strategies: all provenance edges generated during a single function execution must belong to the same partition in the stream. A function in a DIC is executed many times on small fractions of input data and here we focus on such single execution of a function. Consider the scenario in Figure 8 where provenance from a single function execution is split into two partitions. The reduced output, then, from the first partition is ( o 1 , i 1 ,  o 1 , i 2 ) and from the second partition is ( o 2 , i 3 ) . These two outputs are received by the global reducer which outputs ( o 1 , i 1 , o 1 , i 2 , o 2 , i 3 ) . This output is incorrect as it lacks three valid dependency paths o 2 , i 1 , o 2 , i 2 and o 1 , i 3 . The constraint avoids this issue by sending all provenance edges from a single function execution to the same partition. In all three partitioning strategies described below, the smallest non-separable unit for partitioning the provenance stream is a collection of edges from a single function execution.
Horizontal Partitioning: Provenance elements from each function (all its function executions) in the DIC are directed to a separate partition. Each partition could only perform a onestep reduction which creates dependencies between the inputs and outputs of the relevant function. Horizontal partitioning for a stream of provenance from a DIC which consists of two functions is shown in Figure 9 in which provenance elements from functions f 1 and f 2 will be processed by separate local stream processors. Uneven load distribution among partitions can be expected with horizontal partitioning as different functions deal with different sizes of input data. Vertical Partitioning: Provenance stream is partitioned vertically along the derivation paths between inputs and outputs. Figure 10 shows the vertical partitioning for the same example in Figure 9 . The idea is to preserve derivation paths within partitions as much as possible and maximize local reduction. DIC frameworks like Hadoop and Spark consider data locality as a major factor when scheduling functions on slave nodes. For a group of cluster nodes located close to each other, there is high chance that higher percentage of functions processing the data stored on them are executed within themselves. Therefore, as a vertical partition strategy, we propose to partition the stream based on the node which generated each stream element. The cluster of nodes is partitioned based on the locality and provenance stream elements from each cluster partition creates a separate vertical partition in the provenance stream. 
C. Early Elimination Problem
In our parallel-prov-stream algorithm, one vertex is permanently removed during each reduction. When edges v i , v j and v j , v k are reduced to v i , v k , vertex v j is removed and no longer available for further reductions. This leads to incorrect results if v j participates in other edges which have not been received by the processor yet. We call this as the early elimination problem. Consider the scenario in Figure 11 in which a function uses a single input and generates two outputs. At time t 2 , the local state is reduced to ( o 1 , i 1 ) by removing f . When o 2 , f arrives at t 3 , there is no way to derive its dependency on i 1 . We evaluate two strategies to avoid this problem. Grouping: When multiple data items are used or generated by a function, the provenance collector sends all usage or generation edges as a single group of elements in the stream. The parallel-prov-stream algorithm processes the group together through addEdgeGroup operation which makes sure that the vertices are deleted only after considering all elements in the group for reductions.
Sliding Window: Each stream processor maintains a sliding window which retains a configurable but limited number of past stream elements. Both the internal state and the sliding window is checked (an extension to above algorithm) at the arrival of each element to compute the new local state. If a certain deleted element in the local state is not also found in the sliding window, dependencies will be lost and the final result will suffer in accuracy.
V. PARALLEL PROVENANCE STREAM IMPLEMENTATION
We use a workflow consisting of two batch processing DICs to process Twitter data and apply our parallel provenance stream processing technique on provenance generated by the DICs. As shown in Figure 12 , a Twitter client is used to collect tweets through the Twitter public streaming API and store in HDFS over a period of time. For each tweet, the client captures the Twitter handle of the author, time, language and the full message and writes a record into an HDFS file. First DIC which is implemented using Hadoop (v2.8.1) counts the occurrences of each hash tag in the full Twitter dataset and writes the results into a new HDFS file. The second DIC in the workflow is implemented using Spark (v2.2.1) and it produces aggregated tweet counts according to categories (sports, movies, politics etc).
We implement our parallel-prov-stream algorithm on top of the Flink Streaming framework (v1.3.2) [8] since Flink provides support for stateful stream processing while producing high throughput and low latency. We employ the Kafka (v0.11.0.1) [23] distributed log store to persist the provenance streams generated from DICs in the workflow and to handle partitioning. Kafka retains stream elements for a configurable period of time and controls the data rate going into the streaming system. Flink provides built-in Kafka connectors which can be configured to pull stream elements from Kafka partitions into Flink consumers. The streaming solution is applied for provenance streams from each DIC in the workflow. Figure 13 shows the overall architecture of the system for our DIC workflow. The functions in Hadoop and Spark jobs are instrumented to capture provenance in W3C PROV JSON format; the Kafka producer API is used to write streams into Kafka. There are different approaches [21] [4] to capture provenance depending on the system and trade-offs [35] associated with them. Our streaming solution is independent of the provenance capture method. Fig. 13 . Provenance stream processing architecture Horizontal partitioning is done by assigning a separate partition for each function in a DIC and vertical partitioning is done by assigning a separate partition for a subset of nodes in the Hadoop or Spark cluster. Each DIC is assigned a separate Kafka topic and each partition in the provenance stream maps to a separate partition in the Kafka topic. Both local and global processors in Flink implement the parallelprov-stream algorithm. Each local steam processor consumes a single partition from Kafka and performs local reduction. Local reducers periodically emit the reduced results into the global reducer which further reduces the global state. If no new stream elements are received for a configurable time limit, the global reducer deduces end of stream is reached and completes the output reduced provenance graph. This reduced graph is then stored to Komadu's central provenance repository. When the DIC workflow continues to run, reduced provenance graphs from all DICs are stored in Komadu and merged together using unique identifiers assigned for data items. Backward and forward provenance for the entire workflow is obtained by merging reduced graphs from all DICs.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The evaluation is three part: first we evaluate the accuracy of our provenance stream processing algorithm for out-of-order provenance streams. We use a simulator to produce out of order streams and measure the accuracy for both "Grouping" and "Sliding Window" methods. Second, we evaluate the scalability of our streaming solution under increased parallelism. Third, efficiency of the three partitioning strategies is evaluated by measuring the degree of local reduction.
Environment. Experiments are run on virtual machines from the Jetstream cloud environment [14] . We use medium size VMs which consist of 6 CPU cores of 2.5 GHz speed, 16 GB of RAM and 60 GB of disk space per instance. The Hadoop cluster consists of six nodes with one master and five slave nodes. Total of 10.1 GB twitter data was collected and stored on HDFS. Two nodes are allocated for the Kafka cluster where the master node runs the zookeeper instance and both nodes run Kafka brokers. Up to six nodes are used for Flink streaming cluster depending on the experiment where one node is always used as the master and all others acting as slaves. Another VM is allocated for Komadu which persists reduced provenance graphs coming out of the streaming system.
Workload. The workload is a DIC workflow composed of two DICs: DIC1 runs on Hadoop and DIC2 runs on Spark, as shown in Figure 13 . Each DIC produces a separate provenance stream and each is processed in isolation. The provenance results, once reduced to backward and forward provenance for both DICs, are brought together in Komadu [38] to build workflow level provenance. In the first experiment, we measure the accuracy of our parallel-prov-stream algorithm for out-of-order provenance streams and compare results with [9] . Accuracy is measured by calculating the percentage of correct backward and forward provenance relationships exist in the output provenance graph. The algorithm in [9] is not designed to handle out-of-order stream elements. Therefore, the intention of this experiment is not to show that our algorithm performs better. But we use their algorithm as a base case to show the importance of handling out-of-order elements for accuracy.
As [9] is not a parallel algorithm, the provenance stream from DIC1 is considered as a single partition and consumed by only one stream processor in this experiment. Same experiment is executed against both algorithms to measure the accuracy of the final results against varying out-of-order levels. As we need to vary the percentage of out-of-order elements in the stream, we developed a simulator tool which produces streams with required levels of ordering errors, consuming a recorded file with correctly ordered provenance elements (from DIC1). A subset of 1.1 GB input data was used for this experiment and it generated 2.86 GB of provenance.
We measure the accuracy of both "Grouping" and "Sliding Window" (window size set to 1000 elements) approaches of avoiding early elimination problem. According to results shown in Figure 14 , all three algorithms provide 100% accuracy for perfectly ordered streams (0% out-of-order elements). As the fraction of out-of-order elements increases, our algorithm remains 100% accurate with "Grouping" method while "Sliding Window" method showing some inaccuracy. This is expected as the early elimination problem can not be completely solved using "Sliding Window" method using a finite window size. Accuracy of Chen's algorithm reduces considerably as it does not handle out-of-order elements. We use "Grouping" method in all remaining experiments as it provides best accuracy.
The second experiment evaluates the scalability of the system through speedup: the proportional reduction in execution time for increasing parallelism against a fixed load. The dataset used is 10.1 GB Twitter dataset; the local batch size is set to 20000 and the global batch size is set to 100000. For each level of parallelism in Flink streaming job, the same number of Kafka partitions are created. Vertical partitioning is used as the partitioning strategy where provenance from each node in the Hadoop cluster contributes to a single partition.
Our approach shows sub-linear speedup with the increasing parallelism, as shown in Figure 15 . Speedup deviates from ideal due to cross partition edges which do not allow 100% reduction within a partition and possible communication overheads in the streaming system with increasing parallelism. The system shows a maximum throughput of 6.044 MB/s per partition during this experiment. In the third experiment, we evaluate the efficiency of horizontal, vertical and random partitioning strategies by measuring the degree of local reduction for the same computation under same range of local batch size. The stream partitioning strategy and local batch size are both determinant factors affecting the degree of local reduction. The degree of local reduction is measured by counting the total number of edges emitted by parallel local reducers towards the global reducer during the entire computation. We use the full 10.1 GB dataset for this experiment and run five Hadoop slaves and five Flink slaves.
Vertical partitioning performs best as it leads to maximum reduction along derivation paths, see Figure 16 . Random partitioning also shows better reduction with increasing local batch size. This is due to the increasing probability of provenance from functions sharing same data products falling under the Table I shows the comparison of size (in GB) and number of edges (in millions) among input, local output and global output provenance graphs generated for the full twitter dataset of 10.1 GB with vertical partitioning and local batch size set to 20000. The results show that our parallel stream processing solution leads to a size reduction ratio of 19.34 and edge reduction ratio of 7.46 between the input and output provenance graphs while preserving backward and forward provenance.
VII. RELATED WORK
Provenance capture, query and visualization on traditional scientific workflows is a well studied area. Early systems like Chimera [15] and MyGrid [44] and provenance protocols such as Groth et al. [18] focus on capturing coarse-grained provenance from scientific workflows running on grids. Karma [34] and its predecessor, Komadu [38] , are standalone provenance repositories; independent of any workflow system and ingesting events on topic-based channels.
Provenance from Big Data processing frameworks pose challenges in storage, scalability, and querying [41] [17] . Wang et al. [12] captures provenance in MapReduce workflows by integrating Hadoop into Kepler and using provenance capabilities of Kepler. RAMP [21] extends Hadoop to capture provenance by propagating input identifiers through the computation. They have built wrappers for Hadoop which automatically record provenance when a job is executed. HadoopProv [4] modifies Hadoop to reduce provenance capturing overhead. Both RAMP and HadoopProv capture fine-grained provenance which include intermediate data as well. They persist full provenance into HDFS files and are capable of supporting both backward and forward provenance between inputs and outputs. Titian [22] is a modified version of Spark which automatically captures provenance from any function applied on a dataset. However all these systems suffer the issues of handling and querying Big Provenance as they store full provenance for offline processing.
There have been multiple attempts to address the challenges of the sheer volume of provenance through techniques utilizing distributed file systems [43] , NoSQL stores [1] , and graph databases [16] . However the cost of storage and querying [20] [24] could still be challenging when applied in the context of DICs.
As a provenance stream is frequently represented as a graph, graph streaming techniques are applicable in provenance stream analysis. Application of static graph analysis methods on graph streams is considered a difficult problem specially when the graph is directed [25] . Algorithms for problems like triangle count [7] and page rank [33] have been studied. There are few studies on graph stream clustering [2] and mining [11] as well.
Vijayakumar et al. [40] develops techniques to capture coarse-grained provenance among data streams whereas [26] , [31] , [32] studies fine-grained provenance capturing. Sansrimahachai et al. [31] treat provenance captured from streaming data as a separate stream and apply on-the-fly queries on top of it.
To the best of our knowledge, our earlier work [9] is unique in using stream processing techniques to compute backward or forward provenance. It maintains a dependency matrix of input parameters and variable values in real time, and can process unlimited amount of data with limited memory. It has been applied to interpreting provenance emerging from Agent Based Models (ABMs). The research described here complements this earlier work along several dimensions. The earlier definition of a provenance stream includes only derivation relationships; a limitation in most applications. Too, the stream of provenance is ordered by time of generation. We lift both assumptions to support multiple provenance relationships, and be resilient to out of order events as DICs are inherently distributed so subject to network delays, lost packets, retransmits etc. Finally the algorithm in [9] is not executable in parallel and we address this limitation too.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We propose a provenance stream processing algorithm that processes fine-grained provenance in parallel and onthe-fly to reduce the stream while preserving backward and forward provenance in support of large scale data-intensive computations. We demonstrate that our algorithm performs well for out-of-order provenance streams and scales well with increasing parallelism.
An important area of ongoing work is to lift the assumption that DICs are batch oriented and the provenance stream is finite. Infinite provenance streams continuously generated from stream processing DICs requires provenance queries to be executable in real-time on the streaming system instead of queried after the provenance is persisted to a provenance repository.
Watermarks [3] is an alternate solution to the early elimination problem that merits evaluation. In addition, we plan to extend our system to other real-time provenance stream analyses such as detecting slow nodes in a compute cluster and detecting missing intermediate data items in the future.
The provenance stream processing algorithm and associated tools can be found at the following Git repositories:
• https://github.com/Data-to-Insight-Center/streaming-prov • https://github.com/Data-to-Insight-Center/komadu
